We are currently filling a **Set Up Technician** position for our partner company in **Mora, MN**. Set Up Technicians set up molds and auxiliary equipment at molding machines. A mechanical aptitude and knowledge of hand tools are essential for this position.

Position is on 1st shift 7:00am - 3:00pm Monday-Friday - Rate of Pay Depending on Qualifications. This is a Temp-to-Hire position but will consider Direct Hire for the right candidate.

Must pass drug screen and background check

**Key Responsibilities:**

- Cleans molding machines, machine equipment, and molds
- Transfers molds as needed by utilizing overhead cranes, forklifts, and hoists
- Sets up molds in molding machine to include auxiliary equipment
- Performs mold preventative maintenance and completes required documentation prior to bringing mold to tool room
- Verifies that correct material is set up for job
- Provides breaks to Machine Operators as needed by running molding machine
- Collects daily scrap production reports from Machine Operators
- Maintains clean workstation and continuously practices housekeeping standards throughout facility
- Other duties as assigned. This is not a comprehensive list of all job responsibilities.

**Qualifications:**

- 1+ year experience in manufacturing environment
- Previous injection plastics experience or Material Handling experience preferred
- Basic computer skills, including familiarity with touch screens.
- Must be able to read and comprehend English
- Must be able to follow specifications, simple instructions, and setup sheets
- Basic math skills, including calculations and measurement

**Non-Negotiable Hiring Criteria:**

- This position may require that occasional overtime hours be worked according to business need.
- Pays close attention to detail and makes accuracy a priority.
- Follows set directions and procedures
- Able to work with a team or independently
- Mechanical aptitude
- Knowledge of hand tools and what they are used for
- Basic knowledge of hydraulics
- Ability to operate a hoist, crane, and fork lift (with company training)
- Dedicated to safety for self and others

Post Date: 12/11/2019 Post End Date: 12/31/2019
Physical Requirements

- Ability to lift 75 lbs above head with assistance
- Push, pull, bend, twist, kneel, reach, and stoop on an on-going basis
- Grip and hold hand tools
- Must be able to move extremely heavy items using equipment such as cranes, forklifts, and hoists.
- Remain stationary for extended periods of time (standing and sitting)
- Move throughout facility up to 8 hours a day
- Occasionally ascends/descends to work on machinery
- Crawl into tight spaces daily (1-2 hours)
- Visually inspect parts
- Up to 20% daily communication
- Exposed to loud sounds in an indoor environment
- Exposed to hot and humid temperatures, particularly during Summer

Qualified candidates, please email your resume to NECentralMNJobs@MastersonStaffing.com

Masterson Staffing NE Central MN Jobs
Laura Paulson, Branch Manager
Recruiters: Jackie, Lindsey and Melody
Cambridge Office (763) 689-1927
Pine City Office (320) 629-4732
Email: NECentralMNJobs@MastersonStaffing.com

Anyone in the office can assist
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Masterson Staffing is an equal opportunity employer, inclusive of protected veterans and individuals with disabilities.